Consider a free particle quantum system (bosonic or fermionic), on a lattice segment Λ L with a Hamiltonian H L generated by the discrete Laplacian with periodic boundary conditions. Consider the partial trace of the rank one projection onto an eigenvector of H, taken over all but a single lattice site. We analyse the spectrum of this density matrix and calculate it explicitely for free fermions. The formulas obtained allow us to determine a 'maximally entangled' eigenstate and pass to the thermodynamic limit L → ∞. We also analyse the case where the trace is taken over all but two lattice sites. The free boson model (which turns out to be more difficult) is also briefly discussed.
Introduction
Entanglement of a given vector or family of vectors from a multi-qubit Hilbert space is a characteristic which is of great importance in Quantum Computing and Quantum Information Theory. [Here, a vector is interpreted as a quantum 'signal' or a 'message'.] A given multi-qubit vector is considered unentangled if it is the tensor product of single-qubit vectors, and entangled otherwise. In the existing literature, the case of two qubits has been analysed in great detail, where various measures of entanglement have been proposed.
[The most entangled vectors here are the famous Bell states.] See, for example, [3, 4, 5, 6] . The case of more than two qubits is more tricky, let alone an asymptotical situation where the number of qubits tends to infinity.
In this work, we address the issue of entanglement for the eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian H L of a free (ideal) quantum system 'living' in a large 'volume' Λ L = {0, . . . , L − 1} of size L on a one-dimensional lattice Z = {. . . , −1, 0, 1, . . .}. [Throughout the paper, L is supposed to be a positive integer.] From this point of view, a natural collection of vectors (i.e., quantum signals or messages) is generated by a density matrix ρ L = 1 Ξ L exp (−βH L ) where Ξ L = tr H L exp (−βH L ) is the normalising factor (the partition function). Here β is a parameter (a positive or (in some situations) real number interpreted as the inverse temperature) and H L is the Hilbert space of the system. In other words, the qubits constituting a signal are generated 'all at once' (as opposite to the classical set-up where 'bits' may appear one by one in time). In our view, such approach is fruitful theoretically (we are in position to consider a wide class of large quantum systems) and helpful practically (the most popular source of entagled states in the experimental research at the moment are systems of quantum particles or ions manupulated by a strong external field). See, e.g., [1, 2] .
So, we study the collection of the eigen-vectors of ρ L (or, equivalently H L ), focusing on the case for free (ideal) systems. We propose a measure of entanglement and intend to treat it in the limit L → ∞.
More precisely, we take the partial trace of the rank one projection |φ L φ L | onto a given eigen-vector φ L of H L and analyse the spectrum of the resulting density matrix. For example, when the trace is taken over all sites j ∈ Λ L but one, the resulting density matrix for fermions is 2 × 2. For the model of free fermions where the Hamiltonian is a discrete Laplacian with periodic boundary conditions, we produce exact formulas for the limiting eigenvalues as L → ∞; our analysis shows that 'maximal' entanglement is achieved when the fermion density equals 1 2 . We then proceed with analysing the partial trace taken over all but two sites, again providing formulas for the limiting eigenvalues.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we describe the models under consideration. Section 3 contains the statement of the main results, for 2 × 2 single-site density matrices calculated for free fermions. In Section 4 we give the proofs. In Section 5 we discuss properties of the partial trace in a more general situation.
Although the final results of the paper are established for free fermions, we also discuss in Section 6 the case of free bosons. The analysis of the free boson model requires a solution to a combinatorial question which is stated in Section 6 and currently remains open. On the other hand, we believe that the approach proposed in this paper should work for a wide class of models. To begin with, one could mention models on a d-dimensional qubic lattice Z d . Here, the volume Λ L may be a lattice box or a more general 'domain'; the Hamiltonian H L could also be of a general form (an example is a discrete Laplacian with zero boundary condition on ∂Λ L ). The limit L → ∞ is replaced by a 'thermodynamic limit as Λ ր Z d . This is a possible direction for future work.
Preliminaries
In this section, we consider bosonic and fermionic models in parallel, marking them by + and −, respectively. Let C + (Λ L ) denote the space of classical configurations in Λ L = {0, . . . , L − 1} with multiplicities, i.e., functions
The Hilbert space H ± L is defined as the (complex) linear span of quasiclassical othonormal basis vectors |y ,
It is clear that H ± is a tensor power of degree L of a Hilbert space K ± :
Here K + is the infinite-dimensional Hilbert space ℓ 2 (Z + ) and K − has dimension 2. The convenient basis in K + is provided by quasiclassical vectors |y with y ∈ Z + and in K − by |y with y ∈ {0, 1}. The entanglement is analysed in this tensor-power representation.
Physically, this representation means that the system in volume Λ L is composed from subsystems corresponding to individual sites s = 0, . . . , L−1. Correspondingly, one often writes H ± L = (K ± ) ⊗{0,...,L−1} , associating each tensor factor with a particular site s.
We denote by #y the sum L−1 j=0 y j (the total number of particles in configuration y).
The free Hamiltonian H ± L acts in H ± L and has the following matrix ele-ments in the basis |y :
In other words,
Here and below, we follow the standard agreement: l + 1 = 0 for l = L − 1 and l − 1 = L for l = 0 (the periodic boundary condition). Parameter µ is a real number (called the chemical potential). Finally, e l , l ∈ Λ L stands for the configuration with a single particle at site l (i.e. the function x ∈ Λ L → δ j,l . The addition and subtraction in y − e l + e l+1 are understood as standard operations over functions with values from Z + in the bosonic case and operations mod 2 over functions with values in {0, 1} in the fermionic case. An important feature of the proposed system is the Fock representation, cf. e.g. [9] . Let F L (= F 1,L ) denote an L dimensional complex Hilbert space C L , with orthonormal basis vectors e(x), j = 0, . . . L − 1. For an integer n ≥ 1, define F n,L to be the n-fold tensor product F ⊗n L of n copies of F L . Define an orthonormal basis of F n,L as
For n = 0, set F 0,L to be a one dimensional vector space C.
Thus any element f n ∈ F n,L is identified as a complex function f n (x n 1 ) of the argument x n 1 = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ Λ n L , with the usual inner poduct. Let F ± n,L be subspaces of F n,L formed by symmetric or antisymmetric functions, respectively. Finally, set F ± L = ⊕ n≥0 F ± n,L . Then H ± L is isomorphic to F ± L and the natural isomorphism is provided in the bosonic case by
and in the fermionic case by
Here, and below x n 1 (y) stands for the vector (
the number of entries with value l, equals y l , the number of particles in y at site l, ∀ l ∈ Λ L . [In the fermionic case, we have the stronger inequality 0 ≤ x 1 < . . . < x n ≤ L − 1.] Furthermore, P n is the set of the permutations of order n and deg p denotes the parity of permutation p ∈ P n . Finally, for
n,L is given by
In other words, H ± n,L acts as the restriction, to F ± n,L of n j=1
Operator H 1,L (= H ± 1,L ) has a familiar form:
where I and ∆ denote the unit operator and the discrete Laplacian (with the periodic boundary conditions) in the single-particle space F L . In physical terms, H ± L is described in F ± L as the second quantization of H 1,L .
Consequently, the eigenvectors of H ± n,L are symmetrised or antisymmetrised n-fold tensor products of eigen-vectors of H ± 1,L . The eigenvectors of
where l = 0, . . . , L − 1 (i.e., l ∈ Λ L ). The corresponding eigenvalue is
Summarising, we deduce the following
j ps x s |y(x n 1 ) .
(3.+)
Here k ∈ C + L , #k = n and vector (j 1 , . . . , j n ) ∈ Λ n L has j 1 ≤ . . . ≤ j n and k l = #{s : j s = l} ∀ l ∈ Λ L .
In the fermionic case
(3.−)
Here k ∈ C − L , #k = n and vector (j 1 , . . . , j n ) ∈ Λ n L has j 1 < . . . < j n and, as before, k l = #{s :
permutation with the minimal number of transpositions among all permutations obeying (a).
Eigenvector φ ± L (k) has the corresponding eigenvalue
Remark. In formula (3.−), the non-zero contribution to the right-hand side comes only when y(x n 1 ) ∈ C − L , i.e., all entries x 1 , ..., x n of x n 1 ∈ Λ n L are pairwise distinct. Consequently, the definition of permutation p 0 (x n 1 ) in Proposition 1 can be simplified: it is uniquely determined by the condition
The structure of the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of H ± L can be explained as follows. An eigenvector φ ± L (k) is determined by saying that k l 'quasiparticles' are in the eigenstate φ 1,L (l), l ∈ Λ L , hence it is labelled by k ∈ C ± L . The corresponding eigenvalue λ ± L (k) equals the sum of the eigenvalues of H 1,L taken with coefficients k l . Moreover, each configuration y(x n 1 ) determining the quasiclassical vectors contributing to (3.+) and (3.−) has #y(x n 1 ) equal to n = #k, the total number of of quasiparticles in φ ± L (k). For this reason we call φ ± L (k) an n-particle eigenvector. To measure the entanglement in vectors φ ± L (k) from (4.0) and (4.1), we consider the partial trace
Here H ± L (t) is the Hilbert space obtained as the tensor power (K ± ) ⊗{0,...,t−1,t+1,...,L−1} where the factor K ± corresponding to site t is omitted. The result is a density matrix (i.e. a positive-definite operator of trace one) acting in K ± (more precisely, in the copy of K ± assigned to site t).
In the bosonic case κ ± L (k; t) is a matrix of infinite dimension and in the fermionic case a matrix 2 × 2. By periodicity, this matrix does not depend on t: κ ± L (k; t) ≃ κ ± L (k). We consider vector φ ± L (k) disentangled when κ ± L (k; t) has rank one; otherwise we say that φ ± L (k) is entangled. Conventionally, the measure of entanglement could be any function of eigenvalues of matrix κ ± L (k; t) showing how far it is from the value one. See [3, 7, 8] .
Various results follow.
3 Results for free fremions Theorem 1 In the fermionic case, matrix κ − L (k) is diagonal in the basis |0 , |1 in K − and has the eigenvalues θ − L (0; n) and θ − L (1; n) that depend on n = #k only. They are given by
Here, ι(p) is the number of fixed points (or the number of cycles of length one) in permutation p ∈ P n , and ι(p, s) is the number of fixed points in the permutation p ∈ P n outside points s, ps.
In particular,
Theorem 2
The expressions for eigenvalues θ − L (0; n) and θ − L (1; n) may be further simplified, as follows.
In We can use this to define a probability measure P − L on the space {0, 1} L of 'strings' k ∼ (k 0 , . . . , k L−1 ), as follows:
Denoting by K = (K 0 , . . . , K L−1 ) the random string, we deduce from (8) that entries K l are independent 0, 1 random variables. The probabilities P − L (K l = 0) and P − L (K l = 1) equal, respectively 1 1+exp (−β((1−µ)−cos (2πl/L))) and exp (−β((1−µ)−cos (2πl/L))) 1+exp (−β((1−µ)−cos (2πl/L))) .
We can also consider the product-measure
are sequences of random variables on
Theorem 3 Random variables Θ − L (1, · ), L = 1, 2, . . ., converge, in P × -probability and P × -almost surely, to the value r(= r(β, µ)) giving the limiting particle density. Here .
We see that the 'maximal entanglement' is achieved for β and µ chosen so the r = 1/2. [∀ β > 0 there exists exactly one such µ ∈ R and ∀ µ ∈ R exactly one β.]
Proofs
Proof of Theorem 1. Matrix κ − L (k) must be diagonal in the basis |0 , |1 in K − because vector φ ± L (k) is a linear combination of |y where y ∈ C − L and #y = #y.
The second part may be deduced from equation (3.−). In fact, the rank one orthognal projection |φ ± L (k) φ ± L (k)| onto vector |φ ± L (k) has the following matrix elements Φ y, y in basis |y :
j ps x s − j ps x s , n = #y = # y.
Taking the partial trace in H L (t) yields
Here, ι(p, p) is the number of positions where permutations p and p agree, which equals ι(p p −1 ), the number of fixed points in permutation p p −1 . In addition, deg p p −1 = deg p + deg p.
The final remark is that the product 1≤s≤n exp 2πi L (j s − j ps )t equals one: it suffices to take into account the cycle decomposition for p. Therefore, the last expression coincides the right-hand side of (6.0). Formula (6.1) is established in a similar fashion. 2
Proof of Theorem 2. Re-write (6.0) as follows:
Here P nf n−l is the set of all permutations of order n − l, without fixed points (i.e., with all cycles in the decomposition non-trivial), and C(p) is the number of cycles in the decomposition of p. The extreme cases where n − l = 0, 1 (i.e., l = n, n − 1) are treated in a special way: by definition,
We now need a combinatorial lemma 1 Lemma 2.1 For integer l > 1, with P nf l and C defined as above, the following equation holds;
Proof of Lemma 2.1. Straightfortward calculations show that (14) holds for l = 2, 3. Suppose for some k, (14) holds for l < k. Pick an element from the set which our permutations are acting upon. Rearrange our sum, grouping together permutations for which the cycle our element is in has the same length. There will be (k − 1)! of them which will simply be an n-length cycle. The rest will consist of a cycle of length j, which our element is in and a permutation with no fixed points acting on the remaining k − j elements. Thus we get that 
Using the inductive hypothesis, this gives us
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. L−1 ).] Denoting by E × expectation with respect to P × , we define e (L) j = E(K (L) j ). We will use an elementary argument based on Chebyshev's inequalities and the Borel-Cantelli Lemma to show that n(K (L) ) does not deviate far from its mean.
When possible, we omit the superscript (L). For a given ǫ > 0 and L we have:
The above expands out to give:
by independence. Since | K j | ≤ 1 for all j this yields:
Thus, by Borel-Cantelli, for any given ǫ > 0 the probability that n(K (L) ) L − E × ( n(K (L) ) L ) > ǫ for infinitely many L is zero.
[See e.g., [11] , chapter 8.] Hence n(K (L) ) L − E × ( n(K (L) ) L ) tends to zero P × -almost surely as L → ∞.
It remains to note that
.
This is a step approximation to r, the integral of G(y) in (10) . As function G has a continous derivative, we let C be such that |G ′ (y)| < C for y ∈ [0, 1]. By the Mean Value Theorem (see [10] , chapter 7), the difference between the maximum of G and the minimum of G over an interval [ j L , j+1 L ] is at most C/L. If we let C j be the integral of G over [ j L , j+1 L ] then, by the Mean Value Theorem applied to the integral of G we get that there is a u ∈ [ j L , j+1 L ] such that C j = G(u) L . Thus G( j L )/L differs from C j by at most C/L 2 . Hence L−1 j=0 G( j L )/L differs from r by at most C/L. Then E × ( n(K (L) ) L ) tends to r as L → ∞. Therefore n(K (L) ) L → r as L → ∞, P × -almost surely and in P × -probability. 2
Further results for free fermions
Now we move on to examine the fermionic case in more detail. Let us perform a partial trace over all but two of the sites involved. Consider
Here we define H − L (t, t ′ ) as the tensor power (K − ) ⊗(L−2) where the factors K − corresponding to sites t and t ′ are omitted. The result is a 4×4 density matrix acting in (K − ) ⊗2 , the tensor product of two copies of K − corresponding to sites t and t ′ . The entries of κ − L (k; t, t ′ ) are natuarlly labelled by pairs (α 1 α 2 )(α ′ 1 α ′ 2 ) where α i , α ′ i = 0, 1. By periodicity, we can assume without loss of generality that t ′ = 0 and omit the argument t ′ . We obtain the following result.
Theorem 4 Adopt the same notation and conventions about vector (j 1 , . . . , j n ) ∈ Λ n L as in Proposition 1. For k ∈ C − L with #k = n and 0 ≤ t < L − 1, define quantities S 
L,t = 1≤s,s ′ ≤n:
L,t , θ − L,t (11)(11); k = 1 L 2 S An interesting special case is where L is even, n = L 2 , L and t have highest common factor f , and the entries of vector (j 1 , . . . , j n ) are equal modulo L f . Then s(j s − j s ′ ) is divisible by L for all s = s ′ , and κ − L (k; t) with #k = n takes a very simple form.
All other entries of are zero. An even more special case is where the entries j 1 , ..., j n are zero modulo L f . Then κ − L (k; t) with #k = n becomes the Bell density matrix. For example, if n = L 2 and j 1 , ..., j n are all even then every 'opposite' pair of 'positions', when considered as a separate system, lies in a Bell state.
Theorem 4 may be applied to the case of thermal equilibrium, to give the following.
Theorem 5 Adopt the same probability measure and notation conventions as in Theorem 3 For fixed t, and α i , α ′ i = 0, 1, random variables θ − L,t (α 1 α 2 )(α ′ 1 α ′ 2 ), · ) , L = 1, 2, . . ., converge, in P × -probability and P ×almost surely to value u (α 1 α 2 )(α ′ 1 α ′ 2 ) . Here, u (00)(00) = 1 − 2r + s all other values u (α 1 α 2 )(α ′ 1 α ′ 2 ) being zero.
Proof of Theorem 4. We will omit when possible the argument k. Set Λ L = Λ L \ {0, t} and Λ L = Λ L \ {0}. Deduce from (11) that entry θ − L,t (00)(00) equals
L 1≤j≤n
x s (j qs − j ps )
x s (j s − j ps ) .
By the inclusion-exclusion principle, this equals
L 1≤s≤n
x s (j s − j ps ) Here p acts on {1, . . . , n} \ V and q on V .
Now it is clear that for #V greater that 1 the sums disappear, because of the (−1) degq factor, and the fact that we sum over all permutations q on #V elements. So, with ι(p) and ι(p, s) as in Theorem 1, the right-hand side equals
By (6.1) we have 1 L n p∈Pn 1≤s≤n
(L − 1) ι(p(l)) (−1) deg p+n−1−ι(p,l) = n L and by symmetry, we can deduce that,
for any value of s in the sum. Thus, by (6.0) and (6.1) we deduce that entry θ − L,t (00)(00) equals
which coincides with the right-hand side in (17.a).
Other diagonal entries of κ − L (k; t) are calculated in a similar fashion. Furthermore, by examination of equation (11) we see that the only non-zero off diagonal terms will be θ − L,t (01)(10); k and θ − L,t (10)(01); k . Now, just as before, by direct calculation, θ − L,t (01)(10); k equals
As before, the sums with #V > 1 vanish. Thus θ − L,t (01)(10); k is equal to 1 L n 1≤j≤n p∈Pn
With similar calculations as before, this yeilds the formula for θ − L,t (01)(10); k in (17.c). The entry θ − L,t (10)(01); k is simply the complex conjugate.
2
The proof of theorem 5 proceeds in a similar manner to that of theorem 3, we shall not give the details here. Similar Formulas can be obtained when the partial trace is taken over all but finitely many sites in λ L .
Appendix. The bosonic case
The formulas for the free boson case seem harder to simplify. The main reason seems that the entries of κ ± L (k) depend not only on n = 0≤l≤L−1 k l but also on n = 0≤l≤L−1 k 2 l and so on. Nevertheless there is a bosonic analogue to Theorem 1.
As before, for k = (k 0 , . . . , k L−1 ) ∈ C + L with n = #k, the vector (j 1 , . . . , j n ) ∈ Λ n L is determined as in Proposition 1. Let m = #{l : k l ≥ 1} be the number and {k l 1 , . . . k lm } the list of values k l ≥ 1. We can think that configuration k defines a partition of the set {1, . . . , n} into m 'elements' containing k l 1 , ..., k lm points. [It does not matter what points are included into a given element of the partition.] Then, given a permutation p ∈ P n , denote by ι(p, k) the number of points in {1, . . . , n} sent by p to points of the same element of the partition. [Then n − ι(p; k) will give the number of points sent outside their elements of the partition.] Similarly, for U ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, ι(p, U; k) is defined as the number of points in {1, . . . , n} \ U taken by p to a point from the same element of the partition. 
Conclusion
To our knowledge, the present paper is the first attempt to understand entanglement in large quantum systems. Our Theorem 3 clearly shows that, for a large system of free lattice fermions in thermal equilibrium, entanglement is present and can be measured. This is of importance, as such results could lend a new insight into the production of maximally entangled states of many-qubit quantum sources. It is a challenge to produce similar results for free bosons. Next steps should be models with interaction.
